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SMEs (small and medium enterprises) 

are the beating heart of the UK 

economy. They make up over 99% of 

businesses, employ over 17 million 

people and turn over more than £2.3 

trillion each year. They are the most 

dynamic part of the economy, but also 

the most vulnerable with the risk that 

250,000 businesses fold this year. 

 

Fully decarbonising the economy to reach net 

zero greenhouse gases by 2050 (England and 

Wales) or 2045 (Scotland), presents significant 

challenges. It means changing the way 

businesses are powered. For many it will mean 

fundamental changes to business models. As 

policy and market rules change those who wait 

too long could risk high costs, stranded assets 

and potentially becoming obsolete if locked 

into fossil-fuel based activities. 

 

 

 

The opportunities for UK businesses to develop 

the solutions needed for a net zero economy 

are immense too. Already the global market for 

low carbon goods and services is over £3 

trillion pa, with estimates that the UK sector 

could grow by 11% every year to 2030. This will 

only increase as major economies around the 

world commit to net zero, for example with 

China and Japan committing to net zero in 

recent months.  

 

Provided small businesses have the right 

information about what they need to do, the 

right support and a clear roadmap of policy 

changes, they can face into these challenges 

early, transition smoothly and move quickly to 

take advantage of the opportunities.  
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An important role we can play as business 

organisations is to equip the business 

community with the trusted information at the 

right time in the right format to transition to 

net zero.  

 

To do this most effectively and avoid a 

proliferation of advice services across the 

business community, we’re developing a 

partnership with other leading business 

organisations who also represent large 

numbers of businesses, small, medium and 

large. 

 

We’re also joining forces with the nation's 

energy networks who face the parallel 

challenge of preparing the electricity and gas 

grids for a decarbonised future and share a 

common interest to support the UK's 

businesses to make a smooth transition.  

 

This collaboration comes together under the 

umbrella of the Broadway Initiative, with the 

backing of the Institute of Environmental 

Management and Assessment, the professional 

body for sustainability experts.  

 

We hope this partnership will allow us to 

provide the trusted advice businesses need, 

backed by the right expertise, to meet the 

needs of the business community.  

 

 

 

 

 

The first step was a ‘discovery’ phase which we 

commissioned from the digital agency, 

Llibertat, to develop a deeper understanding of 

what businesses need and where to start, 

casting a net over previous research and 

carrying out new primary research. The findings 

confirm that small businesses lack trustworthy 

advice, tailored to their own circumstances 

about what steps they should take when. This 

report summarises the findings and the 

immediate next steps to develop the service. 

 

We’re now building the service iteratively 

starting with an ‘alpha’ and testing it with 

business users to make sure it meets their 

needs. We will work with a widening circle of 

business organisations, energy networks and 

expert bodies as we do this. We’d like your 

feedback to make sure the information and 

advice is fit for purpose. The alpha version of 

the site will be available at 

www.zerocarbonbusiness.uk from 16 April. 

 

The COP26 conference in Glasgow is 

concentrating minds, with the Government’s 

Together for our Planet campaign to get all 

businesses, from the very the smallest upwards, 

signed up to be on the journey to net zero. As 

we build the advice service we will look to tie it 

in where possible with that campaign so we 

can create collective momentum. As businesses 

emerge from the pandemic, we hope that this 

service will become a useful tool to help all 

businesses, from to build a stronger and better 

economy.  

 

  

http://www.zerocarbonbusiness.uk/
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Discovery Phase Partnership 
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Executive Summary 

Aims and objectives 
 

A partnership of the main trade associations, energy networks and expert bodies have come together 

to collaborate in developing an advice service to help small businesses transition to net zero 

emissions, with a particular focus on the smallest businesses. This discovery phase is to help 

understand the problem and where to start. Key questions, included: 

 

● who the small business community are 

● how they currently think about the challenge of carbon reduction 

● what the key sources are for finding out about carbon reduction  

● what kinds of activities are the easiest and the hardest to decarbonise 

● what the barriers and motivations are for SMEs to take climate action 

● what’s needed to encourage rapid and meaningful commitment to carbon reduction 

 

Method  
 

The discovery used a combination of tools to answer these questions: workshops to define the 

problem, interviews to understand what’s already happening, review of over 150 reports to 

understand what we already know, review of statistics to understand the business population, analysis 

of media and online search trends, a survey of 254 businesses and in-depth interviews with 42 

businesses to understand the small business context for cutting carbon.  

 

The discovery was overseen by a steering group from the partnership (see appendix 1) and used 

fortnightly ‘show and tells’ with a community of over 50 stakeholders to share and get feedback on 

emerging findings. 

 

SMEs and net zero 
 

SMEs are a vital part of our journey to net zero in the UK. They represent over 99% of businesses, 60% 

of jobs, and almost half of the nation’s business-related emissions. The next phase will require radical 

restructuring of business models and scaling-up of research, development and emerging 

technologies. However, SMEs of all sizes are already hampered by long standing and new problems 

that are outside of our control as a project: time, money, increasing levels of debt and stress created 

by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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We may not be able help them with those issues, but we can help with the primary new finding that 

has emerged from our research: SMEs do not know where to start on their net zero journey or where 

to find trustworthy information and relevant tools, and they need both of those to start their net zero 

transition. We know that user-centred design can help align needs and goals by providing easy to 

understand, usable content journeys that allow anyone, regardless of their situation, to take action 

and make an impact. 

 

Many microbusinesses lack internal capacity to develop climate action plans and cannot afford 

consultants. For these SMEs carbon reduction is a barrier rather than an enabler of growth. Without an 

intervention, SMEs of all sizes will struggle to stay viable in the new green economy, and the UK will 

not be able to meet its urgent carbon reduction goals. 

 

Findings 
 

The discovery highlighted several key needs for SMEs: 

 

1. Clear information 

Businesses are confused about what they need to do. The language of net zero is not well 

understood by SMEs. They are getting environmental messaging from multiple sources and 

angles; they are unclear about what policy changes will affect their businesses; and in many 

cases the information they need in order to take action is not reaching them. It will be 

important to simplify and standardise the language and messages targeting SME climate 

action. 

2. Staying in business 

Remaining financially viable is generally, even outside of the effects of the COVID-19 

pandemic, the strongest lever in the net zero conversation with SMEs. Generally, SMEs care 

and are aware of the need to decarbonise, but they need help to reconcile carbon reduction 

with staying in business. For this reason, financial viability should be at the heart of messages 

about carbon reduction. 

3. Financial and digital literacy support 

Our research showed that those making faster progress towards net zero, and experiencing 

business benefits as a result, all had better financial skills and digital literacy. 90% of all jobs 

will involve digital skills by 2025. Without support and collaborative solutions, many SMEs will 

struggle, particularly those without access to support.  
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4. Trust and transparency 

Trust is a prevailing issue which affects both capacity and intent to take climate actions. The 

smaller the business, the less likely there is to be trust in institutions or official narratives. The 

complexity of existing support frameworks and the perceived upfront investment costs 

undermines trust. Highlighting financial benefits alone is insufficient. Motivation can be 

enhanced by transparency around the urgency of climate action and around the need for 

whole system change, as in grassroots-up as well as top-down changes - to meet net zero 

targets. SMEs generally view trade bodies and business groups as trusted sources of 

information, but existing support frameworks are seen as complex. Within an information 

service, trade bodies and business groups could enhance trust and transparency by providing 

feedback about the net zero transition experience of SMEs. This would also enable the service 

to be rapidly responsive to change.  

5. Peer-to-peer relationships  

Many SMEs cannot afford financial advisers or sustainability consultants but are looking for 

support and examples of good carbon reduction strategies and actions. Enabling peer-to-peer 

support structures, particularly at local and regional levels, will enhance trust, capacity and 

confidence to act, particularly within as-yet immature low-carbon supply chains. 

6. Meeting the challenge of COVID-19  

The pandemic has had a massive impact. Some SMEs are focusing on radical restructuring and 

innovation, with ambitions to pioneer in the climate action area. Equally, a sizable number are 

already adapting their business model, operations or supply chains so they can reduce their 

carbon. However, many SMEs are too stressed to think beyond immediate survival, and many 

of these will be those least likely to have access to support. The initial focus of any services 

must be on penetrating the overwhelming noise to offer uncomplicated, rapidly 

understandable guidance so that SMEs can take the first steps on their net zero journey. This 

includes understanding that collaborative and supportive green recovery framework is the way 

to meet the challenge of COVID-19. 

7. A joined-up narrative to match joined-up ways of working 

Policies, attitudes and technologies are rapidly evolving, and equally there is an evolving 

narrative around carbon reduction. As well as changing government policies, small businesses 

will increasingly face business to business requirements through supply chains and financial 

requirements to decarbonise. The conversation has shifted dramatically in the past year from 

energy efficiency to net zero. SMEs are more engaged with climate crisis issues, even if they do 

not use the language of net zero. However, understanding and making pragmatic actions or 

plans are hampered by confusion over definitions and meanings scattered across multiple 

sources of information. The language of net zero targets sit within a broader climate change 

narrative but are sometimes running parallel or disconnected. Alongside collaboration and 

support SMEs need a joined up narrative that cuts through the confusing carbon jargon.   
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Our research also highlighted specific opportunities: 

 

1. A significant number of SMEs, including many in key sectors such as construction, rely on light 

commercial vehicles (LCVs), otherwise known as transit vans. This is also an area which has 

seen significant growth in courier/delivery services, as well as in electrification of fleet vehicles. 

As both a means to engage hard-to-reach SMEs, influence supply chains and reduce carbon in 

one specific area, transit vans are a prime lever. 

2. Collaboration across supply chains allows for multiple paths of engagement and influence. 

SMEs seeking support from bigger businesses as much as from the government are balanced 

by corporates and policymakers looking to lead in the climate action space. Equally this can 

work on a network or consumer to business level, encouraging suppliers to reduce their 

footprint and evolve green value to their products and services.  

3. There are ‘happy pathways’  or ‘paths of least resistance’ that can help SMEs become net zero. 

For the majority of SMEs - the 76% of small businesses that are single-person enterprises with 

no employees -  this will be around specific actions including electrifying vehicles and installing 

smart meters.   
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Recommendations 
 

Our key recommendations for the next, ‘alpha’, phase: 

 

1. A website offering clear, succinct, relevant online content that meets user needs - especially 

those of micro-businesses.  

2. The site must be: 

• in the language of the user 

• matching the user’s mental model 

• organised into hierarchies of needs and intuitive user journeys 

• easily navigable no matter where you enter the content 

• actionable 

• scannable 

• tested with users 

3. To get content live quickly we recommend beginning with the content that: 

• meets the common user needs across small businesses 

• gives easy-to-action ‘where to start’ ideas 

• explains the benefits to users of signing up to the climate commitment 

 

Beyond the alpha, our recommendations are: 

 

1. This service should include peer support and advice, including relatable examples of how 

others have achieved carbon neutrality. 

2. An easy way to trade and collaborate with others who are on track to be net zero - a digital 

marketplace - may be an important component of the offer. 

3. A redesign of the highest volume green finance application processes, and a standardised user 

journey across funding sources could accelerate investment in carbon reduction.  

4. An easy way to calculate cost benefits of carbon reduction investment should also be 

considered. 

5. Regular Q&A sessions with experts could help resource-strapped SMEs unblock their net zero 

journey. 

6. A fund or incentive for targeted design projects to understand and remove sector-specific 

blockers. Where emissions targets and standards are not economically viable, lack effective 

policy incentives and supply chain maturity, then multi-disciplinary projects are needed to 

design tools and policies that work for SMEs in reducing emissions. This was especially noted 

in the home-building and farming sectors. 
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Next steps 
 

As next steps we would recommend: 

 

1. The partnership should establish a digital service team to rapidly design and deliver an online 

information service. This would be iterated in response to continued user research with SMEs. 

It would also draw on and connect to existing best sources of advice. All information should 

use plain English, a mobile-first design approach and be voice technology-friendly. 

2. The service should start by answering the information needs identified as most common and 

impactful for all sectors. It should evolve to offer industry and category-specific ‘smart answers’ 

that can provide location, industry, size and asset-specific guidance that is trusted and 

actionable. 

3. To be effective, the service should form part of a coherent national campaign targeting citizens 

and businesses alike, explaining what everyone needs to do to achieve net zero emissions - 

including visiting the information service.  

4. Each industry has systemic barriers to decarbonisation that require regulations, incentives and 

accessible guidance that can only be created by user-centred policy and service design 

initiatives. Further discoveries with high priority SME cohorts should be carried out to uncover 

structural and behavioural barriers to carbon reduction in specific sectors. Use of prototyping 

can create services to remove these obstacles.  

5. The best way to meet sector-specific needs is to design a decentralised support ecosystem 

based around a clear common goal, core design principles, and central incentives. This will 

enable different industry cohorts to own the transition toolkit for their SME stakeholders, and 

equally enable the central advice service to funnel relevant SMEs to them. 
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Setting project scope and goals 

As a discovery project, defining scope and goals is essential to be able to provide actionable 

recommendations that focus on areas of high impact.  

 

Our project goals were to find out which SMEs are: 

 

● succeeding in cutting carbon emissions quickly and why 

● failing to transition to low carbon business and why 

 

Our project scope was defined by understanding the following:  

 

● who and what counts as an SME 

● how SMEs currently think about the challenge of carbon reduction 

● key sources for SMEs finding out about carbon reduction (and broader environmental 

sustainability), including specific messages and channels are more effective in influencing SME 

climate action 

● what kinds of activities are the easiest and the hardest to decarbonise 

● barriers and motivations for SMEs to take climate action 

● incentives, nudges and other interventions that could be created collectively to encourage rapid 

and meaningful commitment to carbon reduction 
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How we work: methodology 

The Llibertat approach 
 

Llibertat was co-founded by Padma Gillen, the former Head of Content Design at the Government 

Digital Service. Our approach evolved out of the lessons learned through the development, launch 

and growth of GOV.UK. Since then we have worked on many projects in the government, higher 

education and charity sectors in multiple countries. 

 

We know that the best way to achieve business or government goals is to understand and meet user 

needs. To effect behaviour change we must first understand what motivates people’s behaviour. We 

then design and test interventions that meet their needs and appeal to their motivations. We do this 

in an agile, open, and evidence-based way. 

 

User research is the discipline of finding out what people need of a service so that it can be designed 

to meet these needs. When trying to effect behaviour change - in this case, getting SMEs to cut 

carbon emissions more quickly - the insights from user research allow us to design targeted 

interventions at common pain points, and present information and incentives in ways that motivate 

the user to take action.  

 

Agile means that we adapt our plans as we learn. We don’t assume to understand what’s causing the 

behaviours we want to change. We evaluate new data as we find it and amend our trajectory, so that 

by the time a service is live, we know it meets the needs of the intended users.  Knowing what does 

not work is as valuable as understanding what does; it prevents against wasted investment, ensures 

we keep innovating until we find solutions that users want to use, and it saves limited resources to 

build and scale solutions we know to be effective. 

 

Openness is a part of agile practice. It means that, within the limits of what is possible for any given 

project, we collaborate with as many people as possible, sharing our interim findings as we go. This 

helps ensure we interpret our findings properly and identify bad ideas sooner rather than later.  

 

For this project, this involved fortnightly ‘show and tells’ streamed live online with up to 40 people 

participating. Participants included members of the Net Zero SME partnership, policy officials from the 

UK Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, and sustainability consultants. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/user-research/how-user-research-improves-service-design
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In the spirit of agile, we follow the phases of design codified by Government Digital Service. The 

discovery phase is where we diagnose the problem and identify where best to start solving it. In the 

alpha phase we create low-cost prototypes to test our proposed solutions. When a prototype 

demonstrates something that works for users, we continue into a beta phase, where we scale and 

refine the solution until the evidence shows it achieves the desired impact for the intended audiences. 

Once we have sufficient data to show that a service is running well, we hand over to an in-house team 

(who we have often been working alongside for several months by this stage) and the service 

becomes live. 

 

In this discovery phase project, we used the following tools to understand how to group and learn the 

needs of this enormous and diverse group of businesses:  

 

1. Workshops to define the problem, assumptions and discovery questions with the team, and with 

the steering group of industry bodies and expert stakeholders listed in Appendix 1. 

2. Detailed interviews with sustainability experts and steering group members to locate this work 

among the landscape of carbon reduction initiatives. 

3. Desk contextual research assessing and reviewing 150 reports, surveys and media articles on SME 

make-up, green business, carbon reduction needs, and attitudes to carbon reduction in the small 

business sector. 

4. Audit and analysis of media and online search trends to understand the users, the language they 

use and the mental models people were using to talk about and plan carbon reduction, and to 

understand what net zero means to them. 

5. Prioritisation of the priority types of SME leaders to research in more detail based on their 

numbers, their carbon emissions, and their apparent lack of carbon reduction support. 

6. A survey of 254 businesses to understand SME information needs across different business sectors. 

7. Individual user research interviews with 42 different SMEs, among four broad categories based on 

size, region, sector and assets owned. 

8. Synthesis of evidence from all strands of work to prioritise the user needs identified and propose 

ways to meet those needs.  

 
  

https://www.gov.uk/service-manual/agile-delivery
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Content audit aims and tools 
 

The primary aims for the audit were to: 

● understand who the SMEs are as users and the way they use language, including use of ‘green’ 

terms and phrases  

● explore contextual evidence that uncovers groupings, activities, barriers and evidence to 

understand SMEs and their needs 

● surface key user priorities, tasks and any challenges or opportunities around the words users use 

● cross-reference with user research to identify pain points and opportunities 

● identify and prioritise key user needs and journeys 

 

User research aims and tools 
 

We conducted both quantitative and qualitative research to: 

● validate what we found in the desk research and content audit 

● hear the ‘voice of SMEs’ for insights into mental models and language used 

● build a picture of motivations, concerns, blockers and interests 

 

This allows us to understand what SMEs need and how they understand that need. We can then tailor 

any future service to be findable, understandable and useful. 

 

We recruited participants from stakeholder networks and social media. We took into account that an 

initial survey about net zero that attracted participants meant that they might be more likely to be 

engaged and educated on the subject.  

Combined with content audit and desk research findings, the user research insights gave us depth and 

texture to understanding the needs and motivations of SMEs. 

 

We had 254 responses to the survey. To ensure a spread of perspectives we segmented, recruited and 

interviewed 42 businesses: 

 

● from every country and region in the UK 

● with a variety of number of employees: 0-9, 10-49, 50-99, 100-250 

● from the following sectors: construction; manufacture; ICT/technology; art, entertainment or 

recreation; retail & wholesale; domestic & household; professional, scientific and technical; 

human health or social care; electricity, gas, steam & air conditioning; accommodation and 

food; agriculture, forestry & fishing; real estate 

● with a range of carbon-relevant assets 
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Using subject matter experts 
 

We sought the counsel of leaders in the academic, public, private and civil society sectors to be aware 

of the evolving policy environment and related initiatives.  

 

We began the project with a workshop of 10 Net Zero SME partnership members to sense check our 

assumptions and discovery questions. We then interviewed representatives from industry bodies, 

academia and sustainability consulting in more detail. Finally, we showcased our findings to a peer 

review group every fortnight for 6 weeks. There are over 50 stakeholders in this group and 20-40 

joined us live for each session. 
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Defining who the SMEs are: size, sector and 

geography 

Who are the SMEs  
 

When we describe SMEs in this report, for the purposes of this discovery project we use the following 

basic definition: 

 

• Microbusinesses    0 to 9 employees  

• Small businesses   10 to 50 employees  

• Medium-sized businesses  51 to 250 employees  

 

Estimates about SME numbers vary across datasets. The 2020 Business Population Estimate provides 

the most comprehensive view of business numbers, and specifically surfaces the number of 

unregistered businesses. Our other major sources include the Department for Business, Innovation 

and Skills (BEIS) and the Office for National Statistics (ONS).  

 

The UK economy relies heavily on the critical role of SMEs 
 

According to the BPE 2020 data SMEs play a critical role within the UK economy: 

 

● 99.9% of the UK's 6 million businesses 

● approximately 60% of the employment and 50% of turnover in private sector 

● most private sector SMEs are small employers (5.94 million businesses) 

● 2.6 million private sector businesses are registered for VAT or PAYE - 45% of the estimated total 

UK SME population 

 

SMEs are not homogenous as a group, but business structures hide 

definitive detail 
 

SMEs have usually been viewed as a hard-to-reach group, in part due to their diversity. Far from being 

a homogenous group, SMEs can range from individual contractors to multinationals. They may rent or 

own their premises and equipment; and have varied access to time, resource and expertise. For some, 

they may own one company or several.  
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It is difficult to find definitive data on carbon by SME type and size. This is particularly true because of 

the way businesses are structured. One individual can operate several businesses, some of which 

might be dormant, active or just trading overseas.  Some single-employee limited companies tend to 

be registered for a short period of time, which causes large numbers of business births and deaths.  

 

However, definitive data about SMEs and their carbon use is fundamentally difficult because the 

majority of SMEs are actually companies with no employees.   

 

Our new fluid economy is dominated by solo enterprises  
 

Most day-to-day business in the UK is being done by one-person enterprises: 

 

● of the 6 million UK private sector businesses 3.5 million are sole proprietorships (59% of the total) 

● 76% of micro-sized businesses have no employees apart from the owner (4.6 million businesses) 

● UK business population growth since 2000 has been dominated by increasing non-employing 

businesses (up by 89% or 2.1 million) 

● 95% of UK businesses employ fewer than 10 people (1.15 million businesses) 

● the highest birth rate of companies in recent years has been among sole enterprises 

 

There could be value in understanding more about the sectoral, geographic and earnings of the one-

person enterprises to flesh out segmentation. 

 

COVID-19 is having an impact on SMEs but they are still engaging with 

climate actions  
 

Covid-19 will impact business demographics. The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) estimated in 

January 2021 that as many as 250,000 SMEs might go out of business this year. However, according to 

the Enterprise Research Centre, 72% of SMEs said they had taken steps to minimise the environmental 

impact of their business over the past year, despite the impact of COVID-19.  
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SMEs by industry sector and business activity 
 

There is no single, definitive dataset of SME numbers by sector or industry, however we can say that 

most SMEs are concentrated in: 

 

● construction 

● professional, scientific & technical activities 

● wholesale & retail trade; repair of motor vehicles & motorcycles 

 

Notable numbers of SMEs are also present in: 

 

● administration & support service activities 

● information & communication 

● human, health & social work activities 

● other service activities 

● transportation & storage 

 

Distributions of businesses by average employees and by workers emphasise the importance of the 

most traditionally hard-to-reach SMEs, the microbusinesses and sole-person enterprises (where the 

only employee is the owner).  

 

 
Figure 1- SME businesses by sector 
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Figure 2 - UK businesses by number of employees

 

Figure 3 - Distribution of UK employed workers 
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Further breakdowns of SMEs by sector and industry have been assembled from 2020 BPE detailed 

data tables.  

 

Table 1 - Business numbers by sector and employee numbers (expanded version) 

 
Table 2 - Business numbers by sector and employee numbers (condensed version) 
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Construction and building services is the most important sector across all 

sizes and activities of SMEs  
 

SMEs and activities by size were dominated by construction, whether specialised or building, as well as 

services to buildings and landscape.  

 

However, SMEs with more than 200,000 businesses also included key sectors such as retail trade, 

transport and professional, scientific and technical activities. 

 

Table 3 - SME sectors by activity 

SME sectors by activities (those with more than 200k 

businesses only) 

SMEs with 0 to 249 

employees 

Specialised construction  573,145 

Building construction 358,535 

Education 324,885 

Retail trade, (except motor vehicles/bikes) 309,645 

Other personal service    282,780 

Services to buildings and landscape  279,880 

Activities of head offices; management consultancy 259,600 

Land transport and transport via pipelines 256,490 

Computer programming, consultancy  232,560 

Human health 217,805 

Other professional, scientific and technical activities 201,475 

 

 

Mapping where SMEs are across the UK 
 

As of February 2021, most SMEs are working from home. The impact of COVID-19 is likely to change 

the geographic landscape considerably, certainly for the foreseeable future. However, for the purposes 

of our discovery, it is still useful to use the pre-pandemic figures. These reflect the challenge of 

engaging this varied and complex landscape. They also reflect the opportunity to drive carbon 

reduction by aligning and connecting the net zero ambition with not only the green recovery plan but 

also the UK government’s levelling up agenda for the UK.  
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London has dominated the SME landscape in every way 
 

Up until now London has dominated the UK SME landscape, but for net zero to work, the innovation, 

infrastructure and investment required will need to work across the four UK nations. An evolving 

narrative that builds in the appetite for a sustainable and resilient economic and environmental future 

means that meeting the net zero target then makes sense as part of building back the UK together. 

 

According to 2019 figures from Merchant Savvy: 

 

● London and the south-east of England have the highest ratio of private sector SMEs - 35% of the 

UK business population 

● London also shows the fastest increase in SME numbers since 2010 with a 52% rise, followed by 

West Midlands at 34% and south-east at 28% rise 

● one-third of all UK businesses are in London and the south-east 

● many SMEs, even before the Covid-19 pandemic, had partial or all-remote workforces, meaning 

geography in these terms crossed over multiple regions 

● 70-75% approximately of SMEs in any region or country have no employees 

● an average of 25% of all SMEs in all the regions or countries have 1 to 49 employees 

 

Table 4 shows numbers of businesses in the private sector and their employment and turnover by UK 

region or country in 2019.  
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Table 4 - Private sector businesses by region 
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Population shifts and regional innovation offers leverage 
 

Covid-19 has accelerated a trend in recent years of migration away from London. Over the last 5 years 

(2015 to 2019) 1.6 million people moved out of London and fewer (1.1m) people moving in. More 

than 70% were of working age (20 to 64).  

 

SMEs in other parts of the UK suddenly have the chance to thrive and develop new local networks and 

supply chains, and with the right support and infrastructure, align SME needs with government and 

stakeholder goals for both net zero targets and green recovery.  

 

For example, according to the ONS, the West Midlands was the hardest-hit region of the UK during 

the first wave of the pandemic in the spring of 2020 with an 18.8% fall in gross domestic product 

during the second quarter of 2020. However, the West Midlands is also: 

 

● home to major food and drink icons including Cadbury, Typhoo Tea and Allied Bakeries 

● a strong regional base for food technology research and development and a key national area for 

digital start-ups in England 

● home to pioneering innovation in clean automotive technology at the UK Battery Industrialisation 

Centre in Coventry 

 

There is potential value in exploring solutions that meet not only sector-specific complexities, but also 

regional business strengths and opportunities. Further research and testing of targeted information 

could provide ways to meet sector, regional and country-specific needs. 
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Findings: key needs of SMEs 

 

 

The BEIS SME discovery in 2017 showed that SMEs were not interested in the information that was 

readily available about net zero. At that point the priority identified was a specific need for further 

awareness-raising.   

 

However, in the past six months alone, there has been a step-change in SME awareness around the 

urgency of climate change and motivation to actions. According to Carbon Trust data, an estimated 

87% of SMEs of all sizes across England, Wales and Scotland are now aware and supportive of 

governments declaring a climate emergency. 

 

Our own research corroborated previous findings that SMEs do care about climate action. It also 

found that there is currently no obvious place to find the information they need to take that action 

themselves.  

 

We found that a range of content and tools exist on the web but according to our research, the 

majority of SME decision makers:  

 

● did not know where to find this content 

● did not feel confident that it was for them 

● could not suggest any website to go to for help 

● did not trust government to provide useful, relevant advice for businesses operating in the real 

world 

 

1. SMEs care about climate action but need clear 

information they can relate to 
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There is an obvious and urgent need for a clear, free-to-access, information source that is arms length 

from government, trusted by business and focused on helping small businesses take the right actions 

for them to help the UK achieve net zero. 

To be successful, this service must be organised around the needs of users using content design best 

practice. See appendix 3 for an initial list of user needs identified in our research. 

 

The increasing profile of carbon reduction initiatives and commitments is coming from multiple 

directions. For example, the UK government’s own recent net zero commitment has been augmented 

by the increase in climate action commitments by major international and national corporations and 

trade bodies, as well as a well-reported scientific declaration of climate emergency.  Equally there are 

the concomitant effects of COVID-19 on people’s attitudes towards the environment or biodiversity, 

as seen for example in responses to the ongoing People and Nature surveys by the Department for 

Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). The result is that increasing urgency of the climate threat to the 

existence of the planet and also humans is reflecting in accelerated motivation for business to focus, 

innovate and collaborate in the climate action space.  

 

Caring enables engagement, but action requires understanding 
 

Our research reveals that SMEs are aware, and care, but need support in taking the first steps, making 

plans, and primarily understanding what it means to transition to net zero. That is mainly because the 

‘carbon jargon’ is still making it hard for SMEs to understand what the target or commitment means, 

what they have to do and why they should do it.  

 

● more than 50% of respondents to the latest engagement survey by BEIS said their climate-related 

activity was led out of sustainability or corporate social responsibility but according to a survey by 

B2B for the Carbon Trust, 80% of SMEs are taking action on energy efficiency and 51% want to do 

more  

● according to the Entrepreneurs Network and the Enterprise Trust, 61% of all SMEs believe moving 

to a greener economy post-Covid 19 represents positive opportunities 

● reduced costs, reduced energy consumption and improving environment are seen as the main 

business benefits across multiple examples of research 

● SMEs reiterate again and again that they want a ‘path of least resistance’, with simple first steps to 

take  
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According to BEIS, pressure on SMEs to go green has widened and deepened over the past 18 

months. SMEs are much more likely to be asked by customers to reduce their environmental impact 

than three years ago (up to 28% from 12%). COVID-19 is having an effect on a company’s ability to 

respond.  

 

Barriers to change are still dominated by money and time but related to 

those, not knowing where to start 
 

 
Figure 4 - Survey data: Barriers to taking carbon reduction action 

“I’ve got no idea where to go for information. All I thought about is what I would like to 

do, but there could be something I could do that would be fairly easy for me but I 

wouldn’t know, I wouldn’t have a clue where to start.”  

User research participant  

 

Money and time are still the biggest practical barriers for SMEs in taking climate action. This creates a 

need for clear actionable information. Longstanding research about the way we interact with 

information online shows that we do not have or want to spend time searching and that we only 

process as little as 28% of any page we find. SMEs are lost among multiple sources of information that 

are frequently contradictory and this leads to confusion and inertia because they do not have time or 

money to access what they need to act.  
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This feeds into a wider set of largely assumptive-based barriers as outcomes of not having easy to 

understand guidance and tools. These include: 

 

● a perception that you can’t act until you have a comprehensive plan 

● financial, especially SMEs facing unsustainable debt problem and difficulty of accessing non-bank 

capital 

● the mass of microbusinesses were less likely to allocate proportion of revenue to carbon reduction 

activities  

● a perception of too much red tape and disconnect between what the government does and what 

businesses need. 

● lack of trust that rules will remain consistent leading to a lack of confidence in making long-term 

investments. 

● a perceived lack of transparency leads to lack of trust - ‘net zero’ as a concept is seen this way. 

 

Analysis of the following heatmap of barriers by sector reveals a broad picture of multiple factors. 

Money and time dominate, but there are so many problems, from perceptions that government 

policies are hindering progress to competing internal priorities as a business. Frustrations emerge as a 

second dominant thread of not knowing where to start or where to find help. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Survey results: barriers to carbon reduction by sector 
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SMEs have been used to decades of language based around energy efficiency. Increasing pressures to 

go green, whether from their supply chain, or customers are balanced by the SMEs that are already on 

the road to net zero transition without using that language, including a drive to create low-carbon 

supply chain. However, whether SMEs are looking to survive, become resilient, or grow and lead in the 

climate action space, they are all looking for a path of least resistance that makes it easy for them to 

understand and act. The abstract language of net zero, and the disconnect of the net zero narrative 

from the wider climate change conversation, is impacting on SME confidence and capacity to act. 

 

‘Net zero’ is a muddy term 
 

People who are not very familiar with the carbon reduction subject area do not know what ‘net zero’ 

means. To them it is government jargon that either makes them feel stupid because they do not 

understand it, or it makes them feel that the government is trying to dodge the real issue. 

 

People who are well-versed in it see ‘net zero’ as disingenuous. To them it is not about actually 

reducing carbon but about paying for carbon offsetting. 

 

"... for me I'm very keen to avoid 'net zero' because I think it's a bit of a cop out really. 

There was a tweet online last week where someone was saying it's the equivalent of if 

you're an alcoholic asking someone else to not drink alcohol to offset your alcohol."  

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Out of all terms, “sustainability” seems to be the best fit. This goes beyond carbon reduction and fits 

with users’ mental model, which is often not tightly targeted around carbon reduction. Further, 

sustainability is used in business circles to refer to remaining viable as a business over the long term, 

so it is a term that has positive connotations for the business community. 

 

"We wouldn't use the term 'carbon neutral' but we think a lot at home about lessening 

our impact... going greener ... leading a more sustainable lifestyle. It's that 

sustainability thing. ... I have heard the term 'net zero', I couldn't tell you what it means 

though." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT  
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Saving the planet and net zero are disconnected for many SMEs, leading to 

lack of trust in the commitment 

 

Google is still the start page for any search for information, whether citizens or SMEs. However, 

Google searches for net zero are still more likely to be campaign or news-pushed.  

 

There is no easy route to starting your net zero journey online. On its own net zero is an unclear, 

confusing and abstract term. At its worst, it is so divorced in concept from the idea of saving the 

planet that it becomes untrustworthy and counter-productive.  

 

There is a disconnect in meaning and value between the official narrative and what businesses are 

broadly aware of and understanding:  

 

● there are many questions around what it means to get to net zero 

● where there might be understanding of the term there is specific focus in searches on the specifics 

of how to reach net zero 

 

Net zero is seen as separate from terms that SMEs use to describe their 

concerns about climate change 
 

SMEs care about the environment but do not define it according to the language of net zero. They are 

more likely to use a range of other terms about climate change that have emerged over several 

decades. These terms seem to be considered as separate from rather than sitting under the umbrella 

of net zero.  

 

Terms commonly used include carbon footprint, carbon reduction or reduce carbon. However, our 

survey showed that related terms which are not synonyms are also included, such as sustainability and 

carbon footprint.  
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Figure 6 - Survey data: familiarity with terms related to net zero 

This was corroborated by using online tools Answer The Public, Keyword.io and Google Trends. 

 

Searches for net zero centre around definition and meaning - searches for 

related terms surface specific actions 
 

The website Answer The Public uses the most common searches based on what Google suggests. 

Starting with the term net zero itself, the results mainly clustered around what net zero means and 

how to achieve it rather than specifics. Noteworthy terms that surfaced with net zero included 

infrastructure, innovation, supply chain, and business champion.  

 

Using the term carbon reduction generally terms surfaced around: targets, grants, 

roadmaps/strategies/plans, training, standards, calculators, courses, impact, solutions. More terms 

surfaced around specific activities, with variations on measuring carbon reduction surfacing most 

frequently, including how much carbon reduction was needed as well as how to calculate carbon 

reduction. 

 

Keyword.io is an online tool that uses Google Autocomplete to generate hundreds of relevant long-

tail keywords for any topic. Results for searches on the terms net zero, net zero business and net zero 

carbon supported the above. People are using a family of terms because they do not understand net 

zero on its own, and where they do have understanding they pair the term net zero with specific 

priorities they are interested in, for example buildings. 
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For the term net zero on its own, results were based around specific assets or buildings, date and 

meaning. For the term net zero business, meaning, as in ‘what is a net zero business’ surfaced most 

highly. However, for the term net zero carbon, the results included several variations on meaning but 

also many terms relating to specific priorities, for example sectors, assets, activities and priorities, for 

example: buildings, construction, accreditation, assessment.   

 

Looking at use of the term net zero and related terms on Google Trends across 12 months from 

January 2020: 

 

● net zero was searched for more than either carbon reduction or reduce carbon 

● carbon footprint was searched for more than carbon reduction, reduce carbon or net zero 

● net zero sits between carbon reduction and carbon footprint in terms of search levels  

 

 
Figure 7 - Google Trends for key search terms 
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Understanding and trust in net zero is undermined by its missing 

relationship to the existing climate change narrative 
 

This data becomes significant related to the need for clear information about reducing carbon. 

Content that meets users’ needs is much more likely to be found, understood and used. Our findings 

show that SMEs only understand net zero in relation to other related terms rather than as a phrase 

with distinct associated meaning and actions, and that there is no consistent, trustworthy narrative 

that gives them what they need quickly.  

 

From our user research, everyone we spoke to had some level of awareness of the issue. They often 

talked about it in terms of ‘“sustainability’”, “climate change” or “going green”. Everyone cared to 

some extent, many cared a great deal. 

 

Aside from the SMEs who have made carbon reduction their business, most saw carbon reduction as 

something that would cost their business money. Since they are businesses, the fundamental 

requirement for them was to remain financially viable. For all SMEs, no matter how much they care or 

how educated they are on the issue, any behaviour change is only possible within that fundamental 

parameter. 

 

There is a subsection of SMEs who are more concerned with business benefits, cost savings, risks and 

opportunities. Environmental benefits are a fringe concern in comparison. The language of 

“sustainability” and “green issues” is alien to them as business owners. The most cynical see this 

subject as something for “tree huggers”. For them, regulatory compliance or customer demand will be 

the main motivator for behaviour change in this area. 

 

“The language is hugely important, there are a few of these sorts of groups I have 

attended and been part of, I used to work for Make UK what they are called now and 

which is an industry body that represents manufacturers. One of the things that came 

through, from a lot of the manufacturing and engineering companies is that this kind of 

language really put them off because they felt it wasn’t from them. It was green and 

eating lentils and doing the whole green thing. They have a business to run, and a lot of 

the time in the SME community, the business has been there for donkey years and 

handed down through generations, and they feel a real sense of responsibility to those 

businesses to keep them going and that legacy thing, and they won’t do this stuff unless 

there is a real tangible benefit.” 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT  
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Cutting through the ‘carbon jargon’ means using plain English to relate net 

zero to the climate change narrative 
 

The problem of net zero is primarily that it is still ‘carbon jargon’. Ample research going back more 

than 40 years, for example the Plain English campaign, demonstrates that using plain English is what 

people not only prefer, but need, in order to complete tasks and achieve goals. Even high-literacy 

users, as we can call them, such as lawyers, prefer plain English when they are the consumer of the 

information, even though they may not write their own content in plain English.  

 

To increase trust and action, especially online, net zero needs to be built into a pre-existing trusted 

climate change narrative. That means building in the related terms and phrases that people are 

familiar with so they not only find net zero content, but understand that it is part of the evolving story 

of climate action.  

 

Start with ‘where to start’ for microbusinesses 
 

All the people we interviewed as part of our user research were challenged by the lack of available 

information about how to achieve carbon reduction in relation to their specific business needs. The 

ones who had been successful had achieved success through tenacity and resilience. Generally they 

had either hired specialists or become one themselves.  

 

“What would be easier for small business is signposting. If these are your issues, 

knowing how and when you’ve achieved net zero is complex for me as a business. [I 

want to] understand what I need to do as a business to achieve that and where possible 

signposting is.”    

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

"To be perfectly honest I wouldn't know where to start [in calculating carbon footprint]" 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Smaller businesses are not in a financial position to hire sustainability consultants and were left feeling 

unable to act due to lack of knowledge about what to do or where to start.  
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"Big companies have lots of technical staff, they've got far more resources to both 

research and investigate but also then to prototype things ... obviously for us as a much 

smaller housebuilder with 20 houses on a scheme it's not so easy for us to trial-and-

error things. We don't have a technical department. We need a lot more help and 

information available so we can take that forward without it having huge financial 

impacts on the running of the business." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Outside of specific sectors like housebuilding, many SMEs aren’t sure how the issue relates to their 

business. They are concerned about the issue but more comfortable talking about their efforts as a 

private citizen than as a business owner. 

 

There was also a great deal of sensitivity around this issue. SMEs are aware that it matters, often feel 

that they are not doing enough, and are concerned about being judged negatively as a result of this. 

 

The above content trends and interview findings make it clear that there are some basic explanations 

about what net zero means for businesses, what carbon reduction policies will soon affect businesses, 

and how to reduce carbon emissions that are too hard for many SMEs to access.  
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Evidence supports a user needs-led information service-based approach 

 

“At the moment I'm relying on Google. I'm not aware of one place I can go to find 

information."  

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

There are 4 reasons our research leads us to propose developing user needs-led information services:  

 

1. SMEs consistently look for guidance and support that is clear, consistent and usable. 

2. The language that is used currently is confusing (jargon: SMEs, Net Zero) to users and potentially 

counterproductive to raising awareness and building behaviour change. 

3. Trust in institutions including media and government continues to be a massive problem - 

reframing the narrative needs to be done in a way that is transparent about why a seismic shift in 

behaviour is needed, for example the need for smart meters being about the need for a smart 

energy grid primarily, not consumer benefit. 

4. Longstanding evidence shows that stress impedes both our capacity to comprehend and our 

confidence in processing and using information, so clear, accessible information is especially 

important now: 71% of small business owners have experienced workplace stress in the past 12 

months but only 25% have sought professional help.  

 

We need to make content for the willing but lost first 
 

Based on our findings, we can map SMEs into 3 rough attitudinal groups:  

 

1. Early adopters, more likely to be in growth/opportunity level of needs than survival/debt mode. 

2. Willing to engage with climate actions, wanting to start or do more but generally not knowing 

where to start. 

3. SMEs who are largely disengaged from net zero beyond complying with regulations, through 

individual or combined factors such as awareness, not believing they can make an impact, not 

seeing it as relevant to their business, unwilling or significantly unable to commit resources or 

time. 

 

Starting by addressing the SMEs who are willing and wanting to start but do not know where to start 

means we have SMEs who are already aware and engaged on their net zero journey and ready to act.   
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Using user needs-based design to start creating a spiral of engagement 

and commitment across all SMEs 
 

We can use proven, user needs-based, user-centred design of online content to provide the willing 

but lost SMEs with clear, consistent information that allows them to plan and act. This can then open 

up their capacity and confidence to connect with peers, networks, supply chain and influential industry 

leaders. Creating an upward and outward spiral of support, innovation and collaboration in tandem 

with other initiatives, would build momentum and ultimately the opportunity to sweep in the unaware, 

disengaged and distrustful.  
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Whether struggling with debt and survival, trying to build resilience or grow, all SMEs place remaining 

financially viable as their primary aim, goal and motivation for action. 

 

Our user research revealed that SMEs care about climate change and are aware of the need to 

decarbonise. However, even for early adopters of carbon reduction business strategies, balancing the 

needs for carbon reduction with their primary need of staying in business can be problematic.  

 

SMEs are risk averse, especially without clear green investment information 
 

This is especially true when it comes to making green investments, where renewable technologies can 

still appear risky. Debt and trying to survive and be resilient amid a pandemic are already making 

SMEs risk-averse; the potential to waste money on climate actions that might be ineffective or 

obsolete in a rapidly changing world is leading ultimately to inertia. 

 

Easily accessible and easy to understand messaging and guidance will create a lot more clarity and 

confidence, particularly since SMEs, like consumers, have little time to sift through the multiple 

sources of information about carbon reduction.  

 

  

2. Financial viability is a key concern 
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SMEs can understand net zero if they understand financial viability is a key 

outcome 
 

However, beyond explaining the benefits of carbon reduction as a way of futureproofing your 

business, the narrative must put financial viability at the heart of the conversation. This means being 

able to get across an understanding that transitioning to net zero will be the way that not only one 

SME’s business can stay financially viable but also the entire UK economy.   
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Our research showed that those making faster progress towards net zero, and experiencing business 

benefits, had better financial skills and digital literacy.  

 

More financially and digitally literate business owners are making better progress in cutting their 

carbon emissions, and in reaping the resulting business benefits.  

 

By 2025 an estimated 90% of jobs will require digital skills. However, 20% of the UK population still 

either lack or are missing digital skills.   

 

Financial literacy for most businesses depends on ability to hire in relevant skills. As with sustainability 

consultants, a significant number of SMEs are unable to access this support by themselves. 

 

The mass of SMEs are microbusinesses and, significantly, sole-person enterprises, increasing further 

the risks associated with lacking this kind of internal capacity or ability to hire.  

 

Support is essential to enable SMEs to start their net zero transition. This becomes even clearer when 

exploring the larger issue around accessing green finance and the potential for green financial advice. 

 

Accessing finance for carbon reduction investments is frustrating 
 

Even for more skilled people, access to ‘green finance’ was so difficult that the possibility of receiving 

free money was not enough for them to persevere with the application process. 

For SMEs time is money 
 

Our user research interviews revealed that, for small businesses, time is most definitely money. Where 

3. SMEs will struggle without financial and digital 

literacy support 
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grants applications are lengthy and complex, SME confidence is undermined and they are less likely to 

support other government initiatives in this area. 

 

"No small installers are involved [with the Green Home Voucher Scheme] because of the 

red tape and it's all just a nightmare." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

“If we'd have known at the outset that it was going to take two years to get the grant 

then to be honest we just wouldn't have gone down that option at all.” 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Many businesses may not have, or be able to hire, the sustainability expertise, time or resources 

needed to tackle their carbon footprint. The perceptions that only the large companies can make this 

work and of red tape and bureaucracy creating insurmountable barriers could be removed quickly and 

cheaply by creating: 

 

● clear, trustworthy, informative help 

● easy-to-access, relatable case studies that detail the net zero transition journeys of comparable 

SMEs 

● user centred-design remodels of advice and application processes  

● plain English versions of information around energy company charges for going green 

(particularly based on the success of ‘plain-Englishing’ the financial services and insurance 

industries 

● peer-to-peer support, ideally local or region and country-specific as well as national  

 

There might be further value in exploring and prototyping  ‘green financial advice’. This could be 

particularly useful for tackling both the problems of net zero financial commitments for SMEs with 

existing or COVID-19 induced debt and reticence around investing in renewable technologies.  
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For SMEs to take action on carbon reduction, trust and transparency are key enablers. 

 

All SMEs need to feel confident that: 

 

● the information they have is trustworthy and accurate enough to act as the basis for action 

● the regulatory landscape will remain consistent for long enough to justify them making a 

relatively long-term investment (such as electric vehicles or changes to their buildings) 

● the information they are being told is not political spin, and that if they take this action it will 

genuinely help the environment 

 

“At the moment I'm trying to delay this as long as possible ... because we can't afford to 

get it wrong.” 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

  

4. Trust and transparency 
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“There is a massive issue with trust that a lot of these people have been told not all that 

long ago the needed to move away from petrol power in their cars to diesel, then very 

shortly afterwards the newspapers are full of stories about particulates that there are 

tens of thousands of people dying every year as a result of the particulates [in the air 

from diesel] that are coming out of the diesel engine cars they have been pushed into 

buying as a result of the tax breaks and various things. There is a huge issue of trust 

there for people - which horse do I back in this race? I don’t want to push a load of 

finances and forward planning into the wrong area because if in five years time they 

turn around and tell me, “That’s no good that stuff” then I’ve got a whole heap of 

problems and vehicles is a really nice example of that.” 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Perceptions of too much ‘red tape’ undermine trust 
 

SMEs are also concerned about the amount of ‘red tape’ involved in getting funding for carbon 

reduction actions. They are generally distrustful of government understanding of the needs of small 

businesses so there is a barrier to engaging SMEs in government initiatives in general.  

 

Information about carbon reduction must be of the highest standards to avoid losing SME audiences 

within the first few seconds. 
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It’s too easy to give lip service to carbon reduction: those who have transitioned are frustrated that 

their customers can’t tell the difference between real environmental sustainability and good 

marketing. Moreover, green SMEs want to trade with other green businesses - partly because this 

aligns with their values but partly also because this is a way of getting to carbon neutral. The 

embedded carbon in the things they buy is part of their carbon footprint. 

 

"Can we say we're carbon neutral if none of our subcontractors are?" 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

"We've put a lot of effort in trying to find a courier service that's as sustainable as 

possible. There are couriers who offer electric vehicles in the big cities but they stay 

within their city. Delivering goods across the UK and to more rural areas and that sort 

of thing, there's absolutely nothing [carbon neutral] out there at the moment." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Those in the network who have transitioned are happy to share learnings. There is a great deal of 

sector-specific detailed knowledge that has been gathered by the innovators and early adopters in the 

SME community. They are passionate about carbon reduction as an urgent requirement for avoiding 

climate catastrophe and several we spoke to were volunteering their knowledge in one way or another 

outside of the business. 

 
  

5. Networks and local peer groups can drive change 
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SMEs need climate actions to make sense in the context of their 

community 
 

Network is important generally for SMEs so it is not surprising that they look to their network when 

considering carbon reduction. Many SMEs’ survival is rooted in their value to their local community 

and they think in those terms. While they are aware of the needs of the planet, their efforts around 

carbon reduction must make sense in the context of their community. 

 

"It's not just about 'what can you do' it's about working together." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 
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The impact of Covid-19 on SMEs in some sectors should not be underestimated.  

 

Several user research participants were in real danger of losing their businesses, some of which had 

been owned by the family for longer than a generation. Small business owners were having to lay off 

colleagues who they felt strong bonds with.  

 

Any messaging about carbon reduction has to be approached with a 

sensitive, non-judgmental and non-patronising tone of voice 
 

The impact on mental health means that there is a real danger that any messaging about carbon 

reduction would be seen as a burden, a judgement and an extra stress at a time when SMEs of all sizes 

have no added capacity. It will therefore be vital to be careful about the tone of voice and any ask of 

these sectors.  

 

“We’ve emptied hundreds of barrels. Our area was made an experiment and we had a 

mini lockdown for 3 weeks. When we built up some stock then we had another 

lockdown. We threw away hundreds of barrels. We’ve gone through every spectrum, it’s 

one of those things when you think you can start again... I had landlords phoning up 

before Christmas saying we are going to be opened…  if we had brewed beer it would’ve 

gone down the drain again. It was an educated guess and a bit of luck.”  

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

  

6. Dealing with the economic and mental health fallout 

of COVID-19 
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“It’s been pretty bad really. I had a busy summer planned, all my events and Christmas 

events have been cancelled. I’m trying to make money anywhere - it’s not my full-time 

income right now. What was my intention to have a full-time career with my own little 

business is now something to adlib when I can… At the moment I’ve only got two days a 

week up to the New Year. Don’t know after that.”  

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Online support must focus initially on easy ways to do things differently to 

maximise engagement  
 

On the other hand, as SMEs look to rebuild their businesses in a post-pandemic world, there is the 

unusual opportunity to take a fresh look at how they do what they do. Sensitive, helpful and timely 

information around easy ways to do things differently, particularly if this would reduce costs, could be 

effective. 

 

“Going carbon neutral is not on your radar at the moment. It’s keeping things ticking 

over and fire fighting and it’s one of those things in the back of your mind, what could 

we do to be more neutral. Even little things we could change, but it’s finding out how to 

do that.”  

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

Although COVID-19 has been a huge challenge for SMEs in many sectors, it has also forced many of 

them to make remote working and virtual meetings a reality. This large-scale change in ways of 

working creates the potential for a significant reduction in unnecessary work-related travel, with a 

resultant drop in carbon emissions from this aspect of business. To make this a long-term gain, 

however, business will need to maintain these behaviours post-COVID.  
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Previous research by BEIS found no simple explanations of take up of energy efficiency measures by 

SMEs. Capital costs were cited by SMEs as a major barrier, but actual take up of energy efficiency 

measures remained low even when costs were zero or very low. Information about energy efficiency 

was readily available but SMEs were not interested and there was a need for further awareness-raising. 

 

Our research over December 2020 and January 2021 reflects a rapidly shifting landscape, where SMEs 

are more likely to be aware, engaged and early adopters of carbon reduction strategies. Policies, 

technologies and attitudes are evolving rapidly, as are attitudes across all levels of the UK private 

sector.  

 

Collaboration, for example, within supply chains, becomes a recurrent and powerful theme. It is also a 

practical necessity. UK GBC’s January report on energy performance targets for offices is only one of 

many to point out that all sectors of the economy need to be decarbonized to meet the net zero 

target.   

 

Any service to enable net zero transition for SMEs must join up with any awareness or engagement 

campaigns to be truly effective. This will match the multiplying impact that has been identified as 

necessitating a collaborative holistic approach among businesses to meet net zero goals. 

7. A joined-up narrative to match joined-up ways of 

working 
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Cross-fertilising our research and recent contextual research has revealed opportunities to leverage 

supply chains as: 

 

● enablers of influence on and support for SMEs, especially ones who lack capacity or access to 

investment 

● a multiplier of engagement and climate impact 

● collaborative mechanisms that include trade bodies, networks and industry leaders, who can 

bridge the needs of SMEs and government to ease the net zero transition journey   

 

Three of the small housing developers we interviewed as part of our user 

research commented on the need for large companies to lead the way with 

carbon reduction and support smaller developers by sharing lessons 

learned from prototyping.  
 

Policy and regulation development ideally should also take into account the needs of small businesses 

to ensure that regulatory change will not render them non-viable as businesses.  

 

"Big companies have lots of technical staff, they've got far more resources to both 

research and investigate but also then to prototype things ... obviously for us as a much 

smaller housebuilder with 20 houses on a scheme it's not so easy for us to trial-and-

error things. We don't have a technical department. We need a lot more help and 

information available so we can take that forward without it having huge financial 

impacts on the running of the business." 

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT  

 

8. Opportunities: supply chains as a multiplier of impact 

and engagement 
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The smaller developer interviewed also commented on the levy they had to pay at council level and 

how this was a significant cost which was driving down profits:  

 

“Community infrastructure levy is £70 per square metre. [On] a development I recently 

did with 10 houses it worked out a 100K”   

USER RESEARCH PARTICIPANT 

 

While directing policy change is outside the remit of this report, we can see opportunities for SMEs to 

be supported and helped through their supply chains, particularly from bigger businesses. 

 

South Pole’s November 2020 net zero commitment survey of 120 private sector industry leaders found 

that COVID-19 has actually created a net zero-ready mindset, with increased focus on innovation and 

collaboration plus supply-chain resilience.  

 

● 65% reported that climate mitigation efforts had stayed the same or accelerated 

● 69% are open to adopting transformational innovation for climate action 

● 63% are keen to collaborate with other industry players on solutions 

● 57% are focused on the resilience of supply chains to climate impacts 

● 54% see net zero as a chance to lead and define the climate action space 

 

 

There is an opportunity here to use a systemic approach (in terms of relationships enabling 

development). This would balance the ability for SMEs to pro-actively learn, plan and act through a 

user needs-based information service, with support, collaboration and innovation enabled by their 

relationships with a mixture of peer-to-peer, network groups, other parts of the supply chain and 

industry leaders or corporates. 

 

Supply chains can also act as a multiplier of climate action impact. As the World Economic Forum’s 

January 2021 report on the Net-Zero Challenge and the supply chain opportunity highlights, 

decarbonising the chain can enable many companies to reduce emissions by several times as much as 

they would on their own.  
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Smart meters play a critical role in transforming the way we use energy and in meeting the net zero 

target. This includes enabling energy efficiency behaviours through immediate energy use data and 

smart grid technologies to manage supply and demand, particularly as heating and transport are 

electrified. However, as of September 2020, less than half of homes and businesses had had them 

installed.  

 

Micro businesses and consumers face the same issues  
 

According to Ofgem’s Future Work Programme, microbusinesses face many of the same issues as 

consumers in the retail energy market. They also face specific prejudice in the way contracts are sold, 

with significant numbers of complaints about overcharging and tariffs. Since the majority of SMEs are 

sole-person enterprises with no employees, the status of consumers starts to blur with business 

owners. This is especially true since, even before COVID-19, a significant number of microbusinesses 

worked from home and did not necessarily identify as businesses when considering energy suppliers. 

 

Business drivers and messaging do not match up  
 

Lack of trust was already known to be a primary barrier to market-wide rollout of smart meters, with a 

decade of negative consumer feedback. In November 2019 the Smart Energy GB consumer outlook 

tracker found that 40% of traditional-meter consumers would be unlikely to get a smart meter in the 

next 6 months.  

 

Yet, according to a 2017 survey by the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB), among microbusinesses: 

  

● 62% said energy is a significant cost to their business 

● 47% would consider generating their own energy in future 

9. Opportunities: reframing the smart meter narrative 

to engage microbusinesses and consumers 
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● 24% believe a time-of-use tariff would benefit their business 

● 43% would currently prefer to avoid half-hourly settlement 

 

 
Figure 8 - Proportion of metered microbusinesses for which the cost of energy (and the potential for saving energy) is significant 

When we examined the messages used to encourage smart meter sign-ups, we found them to deviate 

from business drivers. People are told that smart meters will help them save money, use less energy. 

But everyone we spoke to felt they were frugal with energy. Many had changed to LED lighting, 

installed heat pumps and invested in other ways to bring down their energy bills. The insights they 

were told they would gain much from a smart meter weren’t perceived to be great.  

 

However, in the same interviews, business owners expressed deep concern for the environment and 

felt confused about what they could meaningfully do to help it.  

 

Use transparency about the real need for smart meters to reframe the 

narrative 
 

The narrative should be made more transparent and reframed as an action that supports our collective 

need for a smart grid to meet the net zero target and meet the demand of electrification of heat and 

support.  
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For example, the impact assessment for the Smart Meter Policy Framework Post 2020 from BEIS shows 

that around one third of benefits are energy savings for domestic and non-domestic users. Most of 

the remaining benefit is to energy suppliers, largely through efficiency savings that greater numbers of 

smart meters will enable them to make. The environmental benefits include an emissions reduction 

equivalent to 4.3m tonnes of CO2.  

 

Leverage the benefits of building back better together, and the potential a 

grid where consumers are also producers  
 

Understanding that the ultimate benefits of smart meters are about creating a more resilient and 

sustainable future enables a joined-up narrative and a sense of community effort. It could also allow 

current issues and concerns such as security of data to be addressed in a more positive way. 

 

Using the potential benefits of being able to sell energy back to the grid or local networks could also 

reframe the narrative and would align with an appetite among microbusinesses to generate their own 

energy.  We believe that applying this approach would enable smart meter take-up and could act as a 

first step to committing businesses further to net zero actions.  
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There is a cross-sector opportunity to leverage the growth of light commercial vehicles (LCVS or 

transit vans) in the UK.  

 

Part of the evolving landscape for SMEs has been in the growth of courier services and delivery vans. 

This was happening pre-COVID-19 with the increase in online shopping and self-employment, but has 

accelerated throughout the pandemic. It is indicative of a change in the way that SMEs might operate 

after COVID-19, particularly when viewed alongside the increase in SME birth and death rates, and in 

the LCV sector, the growth of flexi-leasing. There is also direct relevance in the impact of electrification 

of LCVs on motivating the mass of UK sole-person enterprises to start their net zero transition. 

 

LCVs are significant to the UK in size, use and climate impact 
 

Recent findings by the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) track  the growing 

importance of LCVs to the UK economy:  

 

● 3.4 million users and business employees depend on LCVs for their work, with an estimated 4.6m 

LCVs on UK roads 

● use of LCVs reflect a combined wage bill of at least £56 billion, equating to 11% of GDP and 10% 

of the UK workforce 

● the majority of privately-owned vans are operated by microbusinesses and sole traders 

● LCVs account for only 15.4% of national traffic but in urban areas time at the kerbside for delivery 

vans may contribute disproportionately to congestion 

Electrification of LCVs enables amplification of cross-sector net zero impact 
 

10. Opportunities: electrifying commitment through the 

cross-sector boom in light commercial vehicles 
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New electric LCVs are a massive area with potential to enable carbon reduction across industry 

sectors: 

 

● electrification delivers a large reduction in CO2 emissions - in 2017  a reduction of 67% 

compared to petrol and 60% diesel engine vans  

● 0.3% of new vans registered in 2018 were electrified (a 20.8% increase on the previous year) 

● UK new van CO2 emissions have fallen by 10.4% since 2013 

● UK sales of battery-electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles grew to 5.8% of all new vehicle 

sales in the year to March 2019, but new vans accounted for only 0.6% of registrations over the 

same period 

 

Construction dominates LCV use 
 

Major sector van-users aligns with priority sectors: 

 

● 60% of LCV use is driven by construction (1 million LCVs) 

● wholesale, retail and repair of motor vehicles 

● manufacturing 

● transport and storage (although only 9% are attributed directly to LCVs) 

 

 

There has been a 59% growth in LCV sector since 2000 driven by: 

 

● downsizing from HGVs as businesses develop more agile supply chains 

 

● rising numbers of self-employment (by 1.5 million between 2001 and 2017) driving rise of van use 

● surge in online sales (UK online shopping capital of Europe with 83% of people buying goods and 

services online 
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Potential cross-sector and microbusiness leverage  
 

The LCV area is important to reaching net zero targets because of the sheer number of them and the 

environmentally-friendly image and more straightforward net zero commitment action of converting 

to buying or leasing an electric LCV. However, since their use cuts across sectors and is dominated by 

microbusiness and sole-person enterprises this means there is massive potential for cross-sector 

leverage and engaging the most hard-to-reach smallest SMES. Barriers still exist, for example in 

technical challenges or battery supply, but it is a rapidly evolving area, as indicated by the increasingly 

fluid ‘pop-up’ nature of the associated businesses.  

 

Wider impact is possible through LCV supply chains 
 

The potential influence and impact of LCVs is also significant because of the nature of LCV supply 

chains. This includes, for example, the role of sub-contractors: 

 

● industries with a substantial usage of second and third life vans operate through complex 

networks of subcontractors and specialists 

● a thriving sub-contractor sector plays a key role in supporting the burgeoning construction and 

parcel delivery industries 

● parts of large contracts are subcontracted to SMEs or sole traders who are typically more cost 

sensitive and are more likely to operate vehicles that are in their second and third lives. 

 

 
Reduction in range of EV batteries is likely to be an issue for second and third life vans. As technology 

improves this will likely be less of an issue. In the meantime financial and other incentives could be 

offered to support the second-hand electric van market, as well as creation of opportunities to buy 

affordable replacement batteries.  
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This research has focussed on the current needs of small businesses based on today’s drivers. We also 

know that the external motivators for small businesses to cut carbon are rapidly changing.   Two main 

sources of change for small business are: 

 

Policy changes. We are already seeing specific policies in the pipeline that will require businesses to 

radically change the way they operate, for example the Future Homes Strategy requiring zero carbon 

ready homes and the phase-out of fossil fuel vehicles. More widely, the Climate Change Committee’s 

sixth carbon budget sets out the changes needed economy-wide in the 2020s to reach net zero by 

2050. The Government’s Net Zero strategy will set out the Government’s full strategy to get to net 

zero, building on the Prime Minister’s 10 point plan and the individual strategies for example for 

energy, national infrastructure, buildings and heat, and industrial decarbonisation as well as the Net 

Zero cost review. Collectively these policies will establish a roadmap for more fundamental changes 

businesses will have to make.  

 

Supply chains. As larger businesses chart their course to net zero, they are increasingly looking at 

their ‘scope 3’ emissions, including to drive emissions out of their supply chains. There is evidence of 

this process accelerating especially in the run up to the COP26 conference in Glasgow. Sector-wide 

plans are also making commitments to decarbonise supply chains – for example the British Retail 

Consortium’s ambition to only sell net zero products from 2040. Similarly government procurement 

rules are being used as a mechanism to require action from suppliers.  

 

Small business advice needs will therefore rapidly evolve and the advice provided will need to stay 

ahead of this curve.  

11. Needs and drivers for cutting carbon will quickly 

shift 
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Recommendations 

Online information service 
 

 
Figure 9 - Visualisation of linkages across content to create easy journeys for users 

Based on the findings in this report, we believe that there is an obvious need for clear, succinct, 

relevant content that meets the information needs of micro and small businesses in particular. We 

therefore recommend prototyping an online information that aims to get the smallest businesses 

started on their carbon reduction journey. 

 

In order for this to be successful the content must be: 

 

● in the language of the user - so that they find it when using their own search terms 

● matching the user’s mental model - so they intuitively know ‘this is for me’ and it makes sense to 

them on their terms 

● organised into hierarchies of needs and intuitive user journeys 

● easily navigable no matter where you enter the content - users will deep-link into a page on the 

site from a search result, rather than starting from the site’s homepage 

● actionable - it must be clear what the user can do based on reading the content so that the 

content has impact in the real world 

● succinct - SME users are busy and will not wade through long, poorly designed content 

● scannable - most users don’t read, they scan so the content must be in plain English and follow 

content design best practice 

● tested with users - the site must be developed and grown using agile methods to ensure it 

genuinely meets the needs of the intended audience 
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The site must also make sense for users arriving as a result of seeing government campaign 

messaging. This will require coordination with BEIS to ensure a coherent user experience. 

 

In order to get content live quickly we recommend beginning with content that:  

 

● meets overarching user needs  

● gives easy-to-action ‘where to start’ ideas 

● explains the benefits to users of signing up to the climate commitment 

 

It would also be sensible to create full user journeys for one audience (eg LGV van drivers) which can 

be tested, iterated and eventually used as design patterns to scale across other sectors. 

 

To be successful, the next phase of this project must include input from user experience (UX) 

professionals and subject matter experts (such as sustainability consultants) to ensure the content is 

high quality both from a UX and subject perspective. 

 

We recommend putting financial viability at the heart of any messaging around carbon reduction 

since this is the primary priority for SMEs.  

 

We also recommend: 

 

● describing net zero within the broader family of terms people are more familiar with, such as 

carbon footprint  

● positioning it so that it is clear that this is an effort that is working on global, national and local 

level to save the planet 

● using the language of green recovery to stress the benefits of net zero 
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Beyond the alpha 
 

Once the initial website is live and providing general information, the service should be further 

developed. The following additional services could be integrated into the initial information-based site 

to better meet the user needs identified in this Discovery: 

 

1. Smart answers. A service that allows users to answer a few questions and receive information 

tailored to their sector, size, assets and stage of transition would be immensely helpful if it was 

well designed. 

 

2. A peer-to-peer support service. This would allow innovators and early adopters among SMEs to 

support the early majority as they begin their carbon-reduction journey. This could be in the form 

of a forum, a wiki or other social media space. 

 

3. Regular Q&A with experts. This service would allow smaller companies to get specific, tailored 

information that would meet their needs and could be made available to others with similar needs. 

It would give users a reason to return to the site and a way to engage with it. It would also give the 

site credibility as a place to find trustworthy information that was endorsed by the experts. 

 

4. A green marketplace. Online marketplaces are now commonplace. A space where SMEs could 

trade with others who are carbon neutral or low carbon would help them decarbonise their supply 

chain and benefit financially from being carbon neutral by being able to attract buyers looking for 

SMEs who are carbon neutral. 

 

5. A carbon measurement service. A well designed way to help SMEs measure their current carbon 

footprint should either be partnered with or developed as a service. 
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Which audience to focus on 
 

Content should be initially targeted to meet the needs of small businesses with the potential to 

become the early majority. 

 

 
Figure 10 - Visualisation of the adoption life cycle 

Early majority 
 

The innovators and early adopters are already transitioning or have transitioned. The focus of the 

online service should be to attract the early majority of SMEs and to user innovators and early 

adopters to support them as they start this journey. 

 

Under 10 employees 
 

The smaller SMEs don’t have the time or resources to innovate or hire professional support. They 

make up the vast majority of all SMEs and they are the ones looking for support online. You will have 

the biggest impact by targeting content to meet the needs of this demographic. 
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Policy making 
 

While it is beyond the remit of this project to comment on policy, the findings suggest that it would 

be beneficial to remove perceived blockers around excessive bureaucracy to receive financial support.  

 

New regulations for specific industries should take into account the needs and limitations of SMEs so 

as not to burden them beyond the point of financial viability. 

 

Roadmap to COP26 

 
Feb - Mar:  Build and launch an alpha of the information service to meet overarching needs 

and create one user journey for one sector. These will be tested with users and 

iterated. 

 

Apr - Oct:  Continue to build out user-needs-based content. Iterate service to provide 

category-based smart answers (decision-tree answers to provide tailored content). 

Launch regular Q&A with experts. Design and launch alpha and beta of peer-to-

peer support service.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: the Net Zero partnership 

British Chambers of Commerce - Miranda Barker 

British Retail Consortium - Peter Andrews 

Broadway Initiative - Ed Lockhart (co-chair) / Lauren Smith 

Confederation of British Industry - Tom Thackray 

Federation of Small Businesses - Allen Creedy (co-chair) 

Food and Drink Federation – Emma Piercy 

Goal 13 Platform - Sam Baker 

Home Builders Federation - John Slaughter 

Institute of Environmental Management and Assessment - Martin Baxter 

International Chambers of Commerce - Majda Dabaghi 

Make UK - Brigitte Amoruso 

Northern Powergrid – Helen Priestley 

Oxford University – Kaya Axellson 

Western Power Distribution – Alex Wilkes 
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Appendix 2: Survey data 

Where respondents businesses are based: 

 

 
Figure 11 - Respondent business locations 

How important is environmental impact in your business decisions? (1 = not important, 5 = very 

important): 

 

 
Figure 12 - Importance of environmental impact 
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Perception of the financial impact of carbon reduction on their business: 

 
Figure 13 - Financial impact of carbon reduction 

How long the business has been running: 

 

 

 

Figure 14 - Duration of business 
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Number of staff: 

 

 
Figure 15 - Staff numbers 

What assets the business has: 

 

 

 

Figure 16 - Business assets 
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Appendix 3: Primary user needs  

The discovery phase identified the following as the primary needs for small business. We will continue 

to test and develop these needs through the alpha and beta phases of content development. 

 

Table 5 - Summary of primary needs for small business 

As a... I need/want to... So I can... 

OVERARCHING NEED   

Small business owner Clear, succinct, transparent, concise, 

trusted, accurate, usable and actionable 

information about why and how to reduce 

my carbon 

Decide what actions are right for 

my business and feel confident 

about taking those actions. 

SUB NEEDS   

Small business owner Know what net zero, carbon reduction, 

carbon offsetting and other relevant terms 

mean 

Understand how they relate to 

my business and why they're 

important 

 Know what actions I can take to reduce 

our carbon and have confidence that 

taking these actions will have an impact 

Plan and take action with 

confidence 

 Get clear information about how to 

calculate the costs and benefits of taking 

different actions 

Make financially viable decisions 

that are right for my business 

 Quickly learn how to measure our 

business's carbon emissions 

Know where we stand right now 

and have a benchmark to 

measure the impact of the 

actions we take 

 Measure our carbon emissions with a 

reasonable degree of accuracy 

Know where we stand right now 

and have a benchmark to 

measure the impact of the 

actions we take 

 Know what financial support, loans, 

grants, incentives and investors are 

available 

Make decisions about what 

actions to take 

 Know about regulations and taxes that are 

coming that will affect my business 

Plan and keep our business 

compliant and viable 

 Understand the current regulations 

relating to carbon that are relevant to my 

business 

Avoid fines or other 

consequences of non-compliance 
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 Show what progress we are making as a 

business in reducing our carbon 

Retain current employees, attract 

new employees, win tenders, 

report reductions, attract new 

clients, give current clients 

confidence that we are reducing 

carbon in their supply chain 

 Get ideas for making money out of 

sustainable products and processes 

Transition my business in a 

profitable way 

 Ask questions and learn from others like 

us who are further along this journey 

Make decisions with confidence, 

despite not having the funds to 

buy in professional help 

 Get free advice from experts Make decisions with confidence, 

despite not having the funds to 

buy in professional help 

 Access information on any device Get information when I'm away 

from a desktop computer 

 Connect with others who are reducing 

their carbon 

Buy from, sell to and partner with 

others who are low carbon as 

well as share advice and tips and 

learn from others 

 Know what new innovations are being 

worked on that would help my business 

operate in a lower carbon way 

Benefit from innovation even 

though we don't have the budget 

to innovate ourselves 
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Appendix 4: Initial site map (untested) 

As for the needs, the following is the initial site map. Again, this will be tested and developed through 

the alpha and beta phases. Some of the needs surfaced in the user research, such as why small 

businesses should care, are so intrinsic they will feature in many of the content items proposed below. 

Others, such as case studies and more sector-specific content, will be developed later as part of the 

beta. 

 

Table 6 - Initial Site Map 
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Appendix 5: Desk research sources (sample from more than 150 

sources used) 

 

Race to Zero: Defining the starting line 

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/Minimum-criteria-for-participation-in-RTZ.pdf 

 

UK Energy White Paper: Powering our Net Zero Future, December 2020 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/94

5899/201216_BEIS_EWP_Command_Paper_Accessible.pdf 

 

Policy paper: The ten point plan for a green industrial revolution 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution 

 

Net Zero Review: Interim report from HM Treasury, December 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-review-interim-report 

 

National Infrastructure Strategy, November 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-infrastructure-strategy 

 

Official advice from the Council for Science and Technology, August 2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/achieving-net-zero-carbon-emissions-through-a-

whole-systems-approach  

 

The UK government’s Energy Efficiency Strategy (DECC 2012) 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/65

602/6927-energy-efficiency-strategy--the-energy-efficiency.pdf 

 

BEIS Discovery slides 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/78

5542/fluxx-sme-discovery.pdf 

 

BEIS - Energy efficiency scheme call for evidence 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-

sized-businesses-call-for-evidence 

 

 

https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/resource/Minimum-criteria-for-participation-in-RTZ.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/945899/201216_BEIS_EWP_Command_Paper_Accessible.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/945899/201216_BEIS_EWP_Command_Paper_Accessible.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-review-interim-report
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-infrastructure-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/achieving-net-zero-carbon-emissions-through-a-whole-systems-approach
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/achieving-net-zero-carbon-emissions-through-a-whole-systems-approach
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/65602/6927-energy-efficiency-strategy--the-energy-efficiency.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/65602/6927-energy-efficiency-strategy--the-energy-efficiency.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785542/fluxx-sme-discovery.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/785542/fluxx-sme-discovery.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses-call-for-evidence
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses-call-for-evidence
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BEIS SME Digital & Alpha 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-

sized-businesses-call-for-evidence 

 

World Economic Forum: Net-Zero Challenge: The supply chain opportunity, January 2021 

https://www.weforum.org/reports/net-zero-challenge-the-supply-chain-opportunity 

 

SMMT: Light Commercial Vehicles - Delivering for the UK economy, 2019 report 

https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-Light-Commercial-Vehicles-Delivering-

for-the-UK-economy.pdf 

 

SME guide to energy efficiency 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sme-guide-to-energy-efficiency 

 

SMEs and energy efficiency 

https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/smes-and-energy-efficiency 

 

Guide to business statistics 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/guide-to-business-statistics 

 

ONS - The impact of the coronavirus so far: the industries that struggled or recovered, December 2020 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/articles/theimpactofthecor

onavirussofartheindustriesthatstruggledorrecovered/2020-12-09 

 

ONS stats: Business population estimates for the UK and regions 2020: statistical release, 8 October 

2020 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2020/business-

population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2020-statistical-release-html#composition-of-the-2020-

business-population 

 

ONS: UK business: activity, size and location, 2020 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/business/activitysizeandlocation/bulletins/ukbusine

ssactivitysizeandlocation/2020 

 

ONS: Construction statistics, 2018 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/constructionindustry/articles/constructionstatistics/

2018 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses-call-for-evidence
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/energy-efficiency-scheme-for-small-and-medium-sized-businesses-call-for-evidence
https://www.weforum.org/reports/net-zero-challenge-the-supply-chain-opportunity
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-Light-Commercial-Vehicles-Delivering-for-the-UK-economy.pdf
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-Light-Commercial-Vehicles-Delivering-for-the-UK-economy.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sme-guide-to-energy-efficiency
https://www.carbontrust.com/resources/smes-and-energy-efficiency
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/guide-to-business-statistics
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/articles/theimpactofthecoronavirussofartheindustriesthatstruggledorrecovered/2020-12-09
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/articles/theimpactofthecoronavirussofartheindustriesthatstruggledorrecovered/2020-12-09
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2020/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2020-statistical-release-html#composition-of-the-2020-business-population
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https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/business/activitysizeandlocation/bulletins/ukbusinessactivitysizeandlocation/2020
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https://www.ons.gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/constructionindustry/articles/constructionstatistics/2018
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Government business population statistics 2019 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2019/business-

population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-html 

 

SME Climate Hub 

https://smeclimatehub.org/ 

 

House of Commons: BRIEFING PAPER Number 06152, 31 July 2020 Business statistics 

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06152/ 

 

Company house condensed SIC Codes data set 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/52

7619/SIC07_CH_condensed_list_en.csv/preview 

 

ONS business data set HMTL 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2019/business-

population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-

html#:~:text=Composition%20of%20the%202019%20business%20population,-

The%20UK%20private&text=At%20the%20start%20of%202019%3A,aside%20from%20the%20owner(s

) 

 

FSB stats (drawn from ONS business data) 

https://www.fsb.org.uk/uk-small-business-

statistics.html#:~:text=At%20the%20start%20of%202020%20there%20were%205.94%20million%20sm

all,population%20(6.0%20million%20businesses).&text=Total%20employment%20in%20SMEs%20was,

%C2%A32.3%20trillion%20(52%25). 

 

Parliamentary Report July 2020 

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06152/ 

 

SMEs and size by region or country in the UK 

https://www.merchantsavvy.co.uk/uk-sme-data-stats-charts/ 

 

West Midlands digital revolution 

https://digileaders.com/west-midlands-digital-revolution/ 

 

Delivering a Smart System: Response to a Consultation on Smart Meter Policy Framework Post-2020, 

June 2020 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/89

3124/delivering-smart-system-post-2020-govt-response-consultation.pdf 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2019/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2019/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-html
https://smeclimatehub.org/
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06152/
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/business-population-estimates-2019/business-population-estimates-for-the-uk-and-regions-2019-statistical-release-html#:~:text=Composition%2520of%2520the%25202019%2520business%2520population,-The%2520UK%2520private&text=At%2520the%2520start%2520of%25202019%253A,aside%2520from%2520the%2520owner(s)
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https://www.fsb.org.uk/uk-small-business-statistics.html#:~:text=At%2520the%2520start%2520of%25202020%2520there%2520were%25205.94%2520million%2520small,population%2520(6.0%2520million%2520businesses).&text=Total%2520employment%2520in%2520SMEs%2520was,%25C2%25A32.3%2520trillion%2520(52%2525)
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https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/sn06152/
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SMIP: Government response on proposals to improve non-domestic consumers’ awareness of smart 

metering 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/80

0872/Non-domestic-benefits-realisation-Govt-Response.pdf 

 

Ofgem Review of Microbusiness energy market 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/ofgem-announces-strategic-review-

microbusiness-energy-market 

 

BEIS - 22 Oct, 2020 - Opportunity to influence direction of proposed Small Biz Energy Efficiency 

Scheme. 

http://www.smelowcarbon.co.uk/the-department-of-business-energy-and-industrial-strategy-beis-is-

seeking-the-opinions-of-smes-on-their-possible-auction-models-and-testing-these-models-via-

focus-groups/ 

 

Carbon Savings Trust 

https://prod-drupal-

files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/GBF%20SME%20research.pdf 

 

Food and Drink Federation Net Zero Roadmap 

https://ifst.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/fsat.3403_7.x 

 

UK SME Data, Stats & Charts Updated Feb 2020 

https://www.merchantsavvy.co.uk/uk-sme-data-stats-charts/ 

 

BEIS 2014: Research to Assess Key Drivers and Barriers to SME take up of EE 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/research-to-assess-the-barriers-and-drivers-to-energy-

efficiency-in-small-and-medium-sized-enterprises 

 

Regulating SMEs: Neil Gunningham and Darren Sinclair: March 2002Journal of Environmental Law 

14(1) DOI: 10.1093/jel/14.1.3 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/31292678_Regulating_Small_and_Medium_Sized_Enterprises 

 

Non-domestic Early Learning Project 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/smart-metering-in-non-domestic-premises-early-

research-findings 

 

Warren, P. (2017). The potential of smart technologies and micro- generation in UK SMEs. Energies, 

10(7), 1050. https://doi. org/10.3390/en10071050. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/318581333_The_Potential_of_Smart_Technologies_and_Micr

o-Generation_in_UK_SMEs 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800872/Non-domestic-benefits-realisation-Govt-Response.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800872/Non-domestic-benefits-realisation-Govt-Response.pdf
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https://prod-drupal-files.storage.googleapis.com/documents/resource/public/GBF%2520SME%2520research.pdf
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https://ifst.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/fsat.3403_7.x
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Lessons from energy efficiency policy and programmesin the UK from 1973 to 2013Peter S. Mallaburn 

&Nick Eyre 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257768337_Lessons_from_energy_efficiency_policy_and_pro

grammesin_the_UK_from_1973_to_2013 

 

The People and Nature Survey for England 

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/the-people-and-nature-survey-for-england-monthly-

interim-indicators-for-november-2020-experimental-statistics 

 

South Pole: Crossing the Line to Net Zero 

https://www.southpole.com/crossing-the-line-to-net-zero 

 

FSB: Time and energy - An FSB review of the microbusiness retail energy market 

https://www.fsb.org.uk/resource-report/time-and-energy.html 

 

Ofgem: Microbusiness Strategic Review: Draft Impact Assessment 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2020/07/microbusiness_strategic_review_draft_impact_as

sessment_.pdf 

 

Ofgem: Forward Work Programme, 2021/22 consultation 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/forward-work-programme-202122-

consultation?dm_i=1QCB,7678A,M5URZ8,T1OV9,1 

 

Enterprise Research Centre: COVID hammers UK firms - but sparks digital ‘pivot’ for some 

https://www.enterpriseresearch.ac.uk/covid-hammers-uk-firms-but-sparks-digital-pivot-for-some/ 

 

Digital technology and the planet: Harnessing computing to achieve net zero 

https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/digital-technology-and-the-planet/digital-

technology-and-the-planet-report.pdf?la=en-GB&hash=310E9BCB116571E8681710A187E0FA52 

 

IPCC: Global Warming of 1.5 

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257768337_Lessons_from_energy_efficiency_policy_and_programmesin_the_UK_from_1973_to_2013
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257768337_Lessons_from_energy_efficiency_policy_and_programmesin_the_UK_from_1973_to_2013
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/the-people-and-nature-survey-for-england-monthly-interim-indicators-for-november-2020-experimental-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/the-people-and-nature-survey-for-england-monthly-interim-indicators-for-november-2020-experimental-statistics
https://www.southpole.com/crossing-the-line-to-net-zero
https://www.fsb.org.uk/resource-report/time-and-energy.html
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2020/07/microbusiness_strategic_review_draft_impact_assessment_.pdf
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/system/files/docs/2020/07/microbusiness_strategic_review_draft_impact_assessment_.pdf
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/forward-work-programme-202122-consultation?dm_i=1QCB,7678A,M5URZ8,T1OV9,1
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/forward-work-programme-202122-consultation?dm_i=1QCB,7678A,M5URZ8,T1OV9,1
https://www.enterpriseresearch.ac.uk/covid-hammers-uk-firms-but-sparks-digital-pivot-for-some/
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https://royalsociety.org/-/media/policy/projects/digital-technology-and-the-planet/digital-technology-and-the-planet-report.pdf?la=en-GB&hash=310E9BCB116571E8681710A187E0FA52
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
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IPCC: Mitigation in the industry sector, 2018 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/ipcc_wg3_ar5_chapter10.pdf 

 

Exponential Roadmap: Build a strategy for exponential climate action 

https://exponentialroadmap.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/1.5C-business-playbook-1.0_digital-

spread.pdf 

 

Migration from London 

https://www.thehrdirector.com/business-news/covid19/covid-19-accelerates-migration-from-london-

as-1-6m-plan-moves-out-of-the-capital/ 

 

Small business owners reveal how they’ve handled stress and COVID-19 

https://smallbusiness.co.uk/small-business-owners-reveal-how-theyve-handled-mental-health-and-

covid-19-2549883/ 
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